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Relative Wealth Concerns, Executive Compensation,
and Systemic Risk Taking

Abstract

Given the recent empirical evidence on peer effects in CEO compensation, this paper theoretically
examines how relative wealth concerns, in which a manager’s satisfaction with his own compensation depends on the compensation of other managers, affect the equilibrium contracting strategy
and managerial risk-taking. We find that such externalities can generate pay-for-luck as an efficient compensation vehicle in equilibrium. In expectation of pay-for-luck in other firms, tying
managerial pay to luck provides insurance to managers against a compensation shortfall relative
to executive peers during market fluctuations. When all firms pay for luck, we show that an
effort-inducing mechanism exists: managers have additional incentives to exert effort in utilizing
investment opportunities, which helps them keep up with their peers during industry movements.
In addition, we show that compensation arrangements involving pay-for-luck that are efficient from
the shareholders’ perspective can nonetheless exacerbate aggregate fluctuations in the real economy
by incentivizing excessive systemic risk-taking, especially in periods of heightened risk.

Keywords: Relative wealth concerns, Managerial compensation, Pay-for-luck, Excessive risk-taking
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Introduction

It has long been argued that relative wealth effects, in which a person’s satisfaction with their
own wealth depends on the wealth of others, are a key component of utility (Veblen (1899), Frank
(1985), and Galı́ (1994)). Relative wealth concerns are prevalent in the overall population, and they
are especially common among successful experts and high-net-worth individuals.1 In particular,
corproate executives enjoy lavish incomes and have frequent interactions within a social circle:
most CEOs interact with peer CEOs by attending various social events and sharing membership in
exclusive golf and country clubs, which inevitably invites comparisons and generates social ranks
among CEOs based on various indicators of wealth. However, the academic literature that studies
how to align the incentives of managers with those of shareholders largely ignores this trait. Since
relative wealth concerns directly influence decision-making, it is logical to study the effects that
relative considerations have on managerial behavior and firm value. How do relative wealth concerns
affect managers’ effort and investment decisions? How do compensation contracts optimally adjust
for these effects? Can firms ever benefit from managerial relative wealth concerns?
We develop a stylized contracting model that enables us to answer these questions. In our
model, a continuum of risk-neutral firms hire risk-averse managers with relative wealth concerns. In
particular, we adopt a preference specification in which managers’ marginal utility of compensation
depends not only on their own compensation, but also on how their compensation compares with
that of others. We analyze this contracting problem first in a setting where managerial relative
concerns are confined within the community of executives, and then in a generalized setting that
allows for relative considerations to extend beyond the exclusive circle of managers.
One key result of our model is that with managerial relative wealth concerns, tying CEO pay
to observable industry events can emerge as an equilibrium compensation strategy. Empirical
observations that managers are paid for exogenous and contractible shocks to performance —
that is, the pay-for-luck phenomenon documented by Bertrand and Mullainathan (2001) — have
received considerable academic attention and shareholder scrutiny. Standard contracting models
1
Veblen (1899) argues that the possession of wealth is the basis of reputability and of social standing, and the
amount of consumption necessary to maintain one’s social standing, as an important component of utility, increases
over the course of wealth accumulation. Frank (1985) highlights the importance of relative wealth in determining
social status.
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suggest that rewarding executives for observable changes in firm performance that are beyond the
executives’ control does not provide incentives and only makes the contract riskier (Holmstrom
(1979)). Managerial power has been proposed as an alternative paradigm, interpreting pay-for-luck
as suggestive of corporate governance failures.2 We show that when other firms are expected to pay
their managers for luck, a manager with relative wealth concerns worries about falling behind his
peers during market fluctuations if his contract does not give him as much exposure to the market
component as others’. The insurance provision by pay-for-luck against a relative compensation
shortfall delivers an equilibrium in which all firms pay for luck.
We also show that pay-for-luck can have an effort-inducing effect in equilibrium. When managers
are sensitive to the wealth of others, the market component in other managers’ pay provides effort
incentives for an individual manager, because exerting effort in undertaking projects with payoffs
that fluctuate with the market helps him keep up with peers. In the pay-for-luck equilibrium, this
effort-inducing mechanism delivers higher shareholder payoff beyond that in the no-pay-for-luck
equilibrium. Our results suggest that relative wealth concerns on the part of managers may enhance
firms’ ability to discipline managers, generating the use of pay-for-luck that is value-maximizing in
a setting with moral hazard. Shareholders can actually benefit from managers’ desire to catch up
with executive peers and can improve firm value through efficient contracting.
By the same token, our model indicates that the interaction of managerial relative concerns
and pay structure generates additional incentives to take risk, uncovering an overlooked relation
between the use of pay-for-luck and corporate risk-taking. Because exposing firm value to aggregate
fluctuations effectively helps managers maintain their relative income position in all states of the
world, managers with pay-for-luck take risk more aggressively, especially in periods of increased
aggregate risk. Standard models imply that firms take less risk to shy away from heightened aggregate fluctuations. Our model thus presents a countervailing force to this conventional argument and
shows that pay-for-luck, though locally efficient within the firm due to managerial relative concerns,
can nonetheless exacerbate fluctuations in the real economy in periods of intensified aggregate risk.
In order to study the implications of relative wealth concerns for systemic risk-taking, we extend
our model to allow managers to choose the firm’s exposure to market risk above and beyond what
2

See, for example, Bertrand and Mullainathan (2001) and Bebchuk and Fried (2004).
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is associated with their effort decision. In this context, as correlating one’s risk exposure with
other firms’ helps prevent compensation downfalls relative to one’s peers, compensation contracts
that optimally adjust for managerial relative concerns would actually allow for increased systemic
risk-taking. Hence, managerial relative considerations lead to a trade-off between the build-up of
systemic risk and the creation of productive effort from a social welfare perspective.
To capture relative considerations in a global sense, we allow managerial relative concerns to
extend beyond an exclusive circle of managers, and show that there exists a unique equilibrium in
which all firms tie their managers’ compensation to market movements, as long as the degree of
relative wealth concerns is not too small. We also generalize our specification of relative concerns
in a variety of ways to examine the robustness of our theoretical results. For example, we allow
managers to care about each and every other manager differently, possibly depending on the peer’s
proximity, similarity in background, or position in the pay distribution; care about only a selected
subset of managers such as those better-paid ones; or care about some leading managers whose
contracts affect others’. The results in those generalized versions confirm our results and also
demonstrate that a slight degree of relative considerations can deliver pay-for-luck as an equilibrium
compensation strategy.
Our paper is motivated by a number of recent empirical studies that suggest that peers are a
crucial determinant of executive pay. Bouwman (2013) finds that CEO pay is strongly correlated
with that of geographically close CEOs and presents evidence that the pattern is likely driven by
managerial relative status concerns. Shue (2013) documents the phenomenon of “pay for friend’s
luck” — pay responds to lucky industry-level shocks to the compensation of peers in distant industries. She also demonstrates the importance of contemporaneous social interactions by showing
that peer similarities in compensation are more than twice as large in the year immediately following staggered alumni reunions. Bereskin and Cicero (2013) show that pay increases in a subset of
firms in response to a governance shock affected compensation in other firms in the economy. Ang,
Nagel, and Yang (2013) find that CEO compensation contains a component that is positively linked
to social pressures due to interactions with other CEOs. Motivated by these empirical findings, we
theoretically examine how managerial relative considerations affect the design of executive pay.3
3

Previous studies on the effect of “social comparison” on executive pay are mainly concerned with the directors’
network; see, for example, Larcker et al. (2005), Kovacevic (2005), Barnea and Guedj (2006), and Hwang and Kim
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It has long been puzzling that managers are rewarded for changes in firm performance that are
beyond their control and that can be distinguished from their performance. To rationalize such a
compensation practice, Hoffmann and Pfeil (2010) and Noe and Rebello (2012) show that pay-forluck can arise in a dynamic model if luck shocks are informative of future profitability. Gopalan
et al. (2010) and Feriozzi (2011) propose alternative hypotheses based on strategic flexibility and
implicit incentives created by the likelihood of bankruptcy, respectively. The models of Himmelberg
and Hubbard (2000), Oyer (2004), and Chaigneau and Sahuguet (2012) show that pay-for-luck can
be driven by changes in CEOs’ reservation wages, as determined in a competitive labor market.
In a calibration, Dittmann et al. (2013) find that pay-for-luck is not very costly to firms. None of
these papers, however, explicitly examine the role of relative wealth concerns, which is at the heart
of our analysis.
The theoretical literature on relative wealth concerns is predominantly focused on the implications for financial markets (e.g., Abel (1990), Constantinide (1990), Galı́ (1994), Campbell and
Cochrane (1999), and DeMarzo et al. (2008)). We differ from this literature in that we examine
the consequences relative wealth concerns have on corporate policies. A contemporaneous paper
by DeMarzo and Kaniel (2015) shows that relative considerations can cause an inadequate use of
relative performance evaluation. While they analyze the welfare efficiency in various compensation
settings, we focus on the implications for managerial risk-taking behavior, especially systemic risk.4
The closest paper to ours is Ozdenoren and Yuan (2015), which shows that with multiplicative effort, contractual externalities from relative performance evaluation can generate excessive systemic
risk-taking. Their results are based on the assumptions that the principals are risk-averse, and the
signal about the industry productivity shock (i.e., the aggregate shock) is noisy. In contrast, the
principal in our model is risk-neutral, and the aggregate shock is assumed to be perfectly filtered
out; incentives for excessive systemic risk-taking arise in our model are purely drive by managerial
relative concerns.5
(2009).
4
Also different from their use of average output of a discrete number of agents as the benchmark in relative
evaluation, we allow the principal to perfectly filter out the component of firm value caused by aggregate shocks and
to choose whether to include that in compensation. Our specification clearly distinguishes the luck component in pay
and ensures that it does not contain any idiosyncratic movements.
5
Our paper also contributes to the vast literature on the role of pay packages in firms’ risk-taking by demonstrating
a plausible relation between pay-for-luck and managerial risk-taking that has not been previously analyzed. Although
the role of compensation strategy in firms’ risk-taking has been extensively studied, a consensus on this subject has
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the baseline model where
managers are concerned about peer managers’ pay. Section 3 analyzes efficient contracting in
equilibrium and the implied risk-taking behavior. Section 4 generalizes the specification of managerial relative concerns to allow managers to have relative considerations beyond the community
of corporate executives.. Section 5 discusses the model’s empirical implications, and Section 6
concludes. The appendix contains the proofs and details on the model robustness to variants of
relative concerns specifications.

2

Model

There is a continuum of firms indexed by i ∈ [0, 1], each owned by risk-neutral investors and operated by a risk-averse manager. For a representative firm i, we consider a single-period contracting
model with time t = 0, 1, 2. At t = 0, the manager is offered a contract. At t = 1, the manager
exerts effort, denoted by ai , which is unobservable to shareholders. At t = 2, firm value is realized,
and compensation is paid to the manager. We assume away heterogeneity in firms and managers;
thus, we do not study efficient matching in managerial labor markets.6

2.1

Preferences

We assume that the manager at firm i has preferences of the form E [u(wi , w̃, ai )], where wi denotes
his compensation, w̃ characterizes executive peers’ pay, and ai represents the manager’s choice of
effort. Specifically, we adopt a preference specification similar to that in Galı́ (1994) and Garcı́a
and Strobl (2011), and assume that the utility of the manager at firm i is given by:

u(wi , w̃, ai ) = −exp [−λ (wi − w̃ − ψ(ai ))] ,

(1)

1 2
a represents the cost of exerting effort to the manager. The one-step departure
2 i
from the standard utility is that in our specification, it is relative pay, instead of absolute pay, that

where ψ(ai ) =

not been reached. For example, Fahlenbrach and Stulz (2011) present evidence that bank CEOs lost a significant
portion of their pay and argue that pay packages were not the likely cause of risk-taking. Bebchuk et al. (2010) show
that prior to the crisis, executives had been granted compensation that was in great excess of what they lost during
the crisis. Cheng et al. (2014) also present evidence that compensation payouts are tied to risk-taking incentives.
6
Gabaix and Landier (2008) and Edmans and Gabaix (2011) present competitive assignment models of managerial
labor markets. Archaya et al. (2013) study compensation efficiency when firms compete for scarce managerial talent.
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determines the manager’s utility.
A manager with relative considerations may care not only about the level of other managers’
pay but also about the structure of others’ pay, which determines how much the manager’s pay may
be behind others in each possible state. To capture both the level and the structure of executive
peers’ pay, we assume that w̃ takes the following form:

w̃ = hl

Z

1

E[wk ]dk + hs

0

Z

1
0

(wk − E[wk ])dk,

where the parameters hl and hs reflect the extent of the compensation externality, i.e., how much
manager i cares about other managers’ pay: hl ≥ 0 measures concerns regarding the absolute level
of peers’ pay, i.e., the average compensation of other managers across states; hs ≥ 0 measures
concerns about the structure of peers’ pay, i.e., the average compensation of other managers in
each state. E[wk ] is the expected pay of manager k(∈ [0, 1]) across states.
This functional form in (1) captures the notion that managers care about the compensation
of other managers in a parsimonious way. We note that this utility function satisfies the usual
conditions with respect to a manager’s own compensation wi : it is increasing and concave in wi ,
and the coefficient of absolute risk aversion is −u11 /u1 = λ. This utility specification also satisfies
u12 /u1 = λ, which implies that an increase in the average managerial compensation in a state (or
across states) raises the marginal utility of compensation when hs (or hl ) is positive, as the manager
tries to catch up his peers. Our specification is consistent with the findings in Miglietta (2014),
which shows in a laboratory experiment that individuals’ utility increases in their wealth relative
to their peers, and individuals are risk averse in their relative wealth.
We want to emphasize that our contribution is to study the effects of relative considerations on
compensation design, and the particular interpretation of the utility function introduced above is
not crucial. We note that managers we consider here care about the compensation of others in the
community of executives. We subsequently extend our analysis to study relative wealth concerns
that are global, in the sense that managers care about their relative position with respect to the
entire economy. We will also discuss a number of variations in utility specification in Appendix C.
Lastly, we point out that the type of preferences we consider can be constructed from Maccheroni,
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Marinacci, and Rustichini (2011).

2.2

Firm value

The firm’s terminal value at time t = 2 is given by

Vi = πai + (κ1 ai + κ2 )(m̃ + ηi ),

(2)

2 )
where κ1 ≥ 0, κ2 ≥ 0, π > 0 represents the manager’s productivity per unit of effort; m̃ ∼ N (0, σm

is an aggregate shock that affects all firms; ηi ∼ N (0, ση2 ) is firm i’s idiosyncratic shock; and m̃ and
ηi are independent of each other.
Similar to Feltham and Wu (2001) and Ozdenoren and Yuan (2015), we assume that the manager’s effort affects the firm’s exposure to productivity shocks, represented by κ1 ai + κ2 . Tying
firm risk to managerial effort captures the idea that productive effort by managers can be crucial
in implementing investment projects. That is, the manager may exert effort by undertaking a
large number of investment opportunities, which consequently increases firm risk, as the success of
these projects depends on the state realization. The case κ1 = 0 is the standard case in which the
manager’s effort influences only the expected firm value and has no effect on firm risk.
By the same token, firm value is jointly determined by both managerial effort (ai ) and firm
risk exposure, i.e., (κ1 ai + κ2 )(m̃ + ηi ). It has been argued in the literature that one objective
of managerial compensation is to induce managerial risk-taking actions that increase not only the
variance but also the mean of firm value.7 Following Sung (1995) and Dittmann and Yu (2011),
we assume that there is a first-best firm strategy, S ∗ (ai ), that maximizes firm value given effort.
Let σ ∗ (ai ) = σ(S ∗ (ai )) denote the minimum firm risk that is associated with this strategy. Then
(σi∗ , ai ) represents an efficiency frontier in the manager’s opportunity set. To increase value above
(σi∗ , ai ), the manager will have to take more positive-NPV projects, which can be operationalized
by allowing the manager to choose a single action (ai ) that affects both the mean and variance
of firm value, as described in (2). In that sense, managerial effort in our model is interpreted as
effort related to firm investments. The importance of this investment-related effort is particularly
7

For example, risk-taking incentives are generally used to argue that options can be more efficient than stocks
(Dittmann and Yu (2011) and Feltham and Wu (2001)).
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pronounced in young, growth firms, such as those in the high-tech or knowledge-based industries,
in which managers make significant investments in research and development activities.

2.3

Compensation contract

As is customary in the literature, we restrict our attention to linear contracts.8 We also assume that
the component of firm value that depends on the aggregate shock is observable and contractible.
That is, shareholders can gauge the part of firm value caused by the aggregate shock (m̃) and may
pay the manager separately for this market-determined performance beyond managerial control if
they so choose. We refer to the aggregate shock as the luck shock throughout the rest of the paper
to be consistent with the related empirical literature, which uses industrial or economy-wide events
to proxy for luck.
Standard principal-agent theory suggests that a manager should be paid relative to a benchmark
that removes the effect of market or sector performance on the firm’s own performance. However,
it has been argued that such indexation is not observed in the data; that is, executives can enjoy
“pay-for-luck” as well as “pay-for-performance.” As we are interested in examining the rationale
for pay-for-luck, we focus on the case in which the luck component of firm value can be filtered
out.9 In particular, we decompose firm value into two components:

Vi = (Vi − V̄ ) + V̄ ,
where V̄ ≡ (κ1 ā + κ2 )m̃ represents the market-wide component of firm value that is caused by
luck; ā is the average effort choice by all other managers.10 The residual, (Vi − V̄ ), represents the
firm-specific component of firm value. We call V̄ the “luck component.”
The compensation contract of the manager at firm i then takes the following form:
wi = αi + βi (Vi − V̄ ) + γi V̄ ,
8
Many papers specify the linear form of contracts for tractability (e.g., Holmstrom and Tirole (1993), Jin (2002),
Oyer (2004), and Bolton, Scheinkman and Xiong (2006)).
9
In a model where the luck component of firm value cannot be disentangled from the total firm value, pay-for-luck
arises mechanically.
10
It is the same as the average effort of all managers in equilibrium, because every manager is identical and infinitely
small.
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that is,
wi = αi + βi [Vi − (κ1 ā + κ2 )m̃] + γi (κ1 ā + κ2 )m̃,

(3)

where αi ≥ 0 denotes the base salary, βi ≥ 0 represents the pay-performance sensitivity, and γi ≥ 0
measures the load of managerial pay on luck shocks. Expanding the space of γi to allow for negative
values does not affect our main results (discussed in Appendix B). ā is the average effort choice by
all other managers. Note that for each individual firm, the average effort by all other managers,
ā, is taken as given and is not influenced by the individual manager whose contract is under
consideration. As the continuum of firms and managers are identical, in equilibrium compensation
contracts are identical in all firms: αi = α, βi = β, γi = γ, ai = ā, ∀i ∈ [0, 1]. A positive loading on
the luck component — a positive γi — implies the use of pay-for-luck in a firm, which is consistent
with the empirical literature.11
The exponential utility, normally distributed shocks, and linear payoffs yield a mean-variance
equivalence in our model. That is, the certainty equivalent of the manager’s expected utility in our
model is expressed as follows:
1
1
CEi = E[wi − w̃] − λV ar[wi − w̃] − a2i .
2
2

2.4

(4)

A partial-equilibrium regime

As a prelude to studying the full-fledged general equilibrium of contracting, we first analyze the
contracting problem for one firm in a partial equilibrium setting, taking all the other firms’ contracts
as given. In the next section, we turn to studying a general Nash equilibrium in which all firms
choose contracts simultaneously and act optimally given other firms’ strategies.
Following Grossman and Hart (1983), we fix the target effort (ai ) in the first stage when
solving for the optimal contract. Risk-neutral shareholders in a firm, indexed by i, choose a linear
contract (that is, αi , βi , γi ) that minimizes the expected cost of implementing the target effort,
with the equilibrium feature that average effort equals target effort ā = ai .12 The optimal effort is
11

In the model, we have assumed identical firms and managers for simplicity. When firms and managers are
heterogeneous, we can use a weighted-average effort choice by all the managers to filter out the luck component from
firm value.
12
According to Grossman and Hart (1983), we will find the cheapest contract to implement any effort ai in the first
stage. Given any ai , ā is actually a parameter chosen by the shareholders to correctly filter out the luck component
from the manager’s payoff. Thus, ai = ā always holds in solving for both the first and second stage problems. Later
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subsequently solved in the second stage in Section 3.2.
We show in Appendix A that managerial relative concerns, characterized by w̃, can be expressed
as
w̃ = hl W + hs M m̃,
where W = α + βπā is the expected average pay of executive peers, and M = γ(κ1 ā + κ2 ) is the
average sensitivity of others’ pay to luck shocks, where {α, β, γ} denote the cash compensation, payfor-performance, and pay-for-luck in the optimal contract all (identical) firms use in equilibrium.
Here, ā is the average effort choice by all other managers, which also equals the effort choice of
each manager in equilibrium. With this expression of w̃, we solve for the manager’s effort choice
below, given his own contract.
Lemma 1. Given the contract (αi , βi , γi ), the effort taken by the manager is

ai =

2 + β 2 κ κ σ2]
βi π − λ[βi κ1 (γi (κ1 ā + κ2 ) − hs M − βi κ1 ā)σm
i 1 2 η
.
2
2
2
2
1 + λβi κ1 (σm + ση )

Suppose the manager cares about his peers’ pay structure (hs > 0): the manager is concerned
about the possible state-contingent pay differential, that is, how his pay relative to his executive
peers varies depending on the realization of luck shocks. It is straightforward to see from Lemma 1
that other managers’ pay-for-luck (i.e., M ) has an effort-inducing effect on an individual manager:
When executive peers are paid for luck (i.e., M > 0), exerting effort increases the exposure of
the manager’s pay to luck shocks and effectively helps the manager maintain his relative status
during market fluctuations. We formally state this incentivizing effect below, which will be a key
mechanism that supports a general equilibrium with pay-for-luck to be analyzed in the next section.
Corollary 1. The manager’s equilibrium effort is increasing in other managers’ pay-for-luck:
∂ai
> 0 if κ1 > 0.
∂M
Shareholders face a trade-off when deciding whether to pay the manager for luck, taking all
other firms’ pay as given. On the one hand, when executive peers are paid for luck (i.e., M > 0),
tying managerial pay to luck can mitigate this manager’s net exposure to fluctuations in relative
on, we show that only symmetric equilbria exist. Therefore, ā will equal to the average (target) effort in equilibrium.
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compensation, which reduces the associated risk premium. That is, if other managers’ compensation
fluctuates with the market, the manager with relative wealth concerns worries about falling behind
his peers during market fluctuations; giving the manager exposure to the market component thus
provides insurance against a state-contingent compensation shortfall relative to other managers.
On the other hand, this insurance effect lowers managerial incentives to exert effort as a means to
catch up with peers (Lemma 1). When hs M is not too small, the positive effect of pay-for-luck
dominates, rendering pay-for-luck optimal in this case. This argument establishes the following
result.
Proposition 1. Taking other firms’ contracts as given, there exists a threshold K ≥ 0 such that it
is optimal to pay the manager for luck in the firm (i.e., γi > 0) if and only if hs M > K. Moreover,
K = 0 if and only if κ1 = 0.
When κ1 = 0, that is, the manager’s effort does not affect the firm’s exposure to luck shocks,
managerial effort incentives are not affected by their relative considerations and therefore are not
mitigated by the insurance against a pay shortfall that is provided by pay-for-luck. The associated
reduction in the required risk premium thus makes it optimal to pay the manager for luck as long
as he cares about his peers’ pay structure (hs > 0) and other managers are paid for luck (M > 0).
Note that even if executive peers are paid for luck, it is not optimal to include pay-for-luck in
compensation if the manager cares only about the level of his pay relative to his peers. That is,
managerial desire to keep up with his peers’ pay level does not make pay-for-luck optimal. We
can see from Lemma 1 that when hs = 0, pay-for-luck (γi ) reduces effort incentives — only the
disincentivizing effect remains. In this case, it is efficient to avoid using pay-for-luck, because it
increases the manager’s risk exposure. Therefore, when the manager does not care about his peers’
pay structure, an optimal contract does not pay the manager for luck even if other firms do choose
to pay for luck.
When other firms do not pay for luck or the manager does not care about other managers’
pay structure, managerial relative concerns are not contingent on the realization of luck shocks.
Therefore, an optimal contract that avoids paying a risk premium to the manager never involves
pay-for-luck. We summarize the results in Lemma 2.

12

Lemma 2. If hs = 0 or M = 0, then γi = 0.
Here, we take executive peers’ pay as given and find that pay-for-luck may arise if executive
peers are paid for luck. However, why are some managers paid for luck in the first place? To gain
insight into the economic trade-off that gives rise to pay-for-luck in practice, we next turn to a
general-equilibrium setting in which all firms decide their pay structure simultaneously.

3

Efficient contracting in a general equilibrium

What happens when all firms set their managerial pay simultaneously? In this section, we study
the interaction of managerial status concerns and risk-taking in the context of a general equilibrium
of optimal contracting. In the proof of Proposition 2 and Proposition 4, we show that given other
firms’ contracts, each firm has a unique optimal target effort and a unique optimal contract to
implement the effort. Therefore, the model only has symmetric equilibria. We show that there
exists an equilibrium that is characterized by pay-for-luck with increased risk-taking.

3.1

Pay-for-luck

Here we solve for the Nash equilibrium in which each firm chooses the optimal pay contract, taking
into account other firms’ compensation schedule. Recall that the value of each firm is given by

Vi = πai + (κ1 ai + κ2 )(m̃ + ηi ), ∀i ∈ [0, 1].
If κ1 > 0, productive effort exerted by the manager also increases the firm’s exposure to risk. That
is, diligent managers undertake more positive-NPV projects, which also leads the firm value to
be more exposed to fluctuations in the underlying state. κ1 = 0 corresponds to the case in which
managerial effort does not affect firm risk. In order to disentangle the effects on pay structure when
managerial effort influences firm risk, we consider two cases: κ1 = 0, κ2 > 0 and κ1 > 0, κ2 = 0.13
13

We also focus on the case in which hs 6= 1. hs = 1 corresponds to a trivial case where the exposure of a manager’s
own compensation to the luck shock and his disutility from his peers’ pay-for-luck (due to relative wealth concerns)
2
are exactly canceled out. Therefore, the manager’s expected utility is independent of aggregate risk σm
. When
κ1 = 0, κ2 > 0, and hs = 1, any γ can be an equilibrium. When κ1 > 0, κ2 = 0, and hs = 1, γ will be infinity in an
equilibrium.

13

We show that when managerial relative wealth concerns are sufficiently strong and managerial
effort affects firm risk, there is a general-equilibrium outcome in which optimal contracts exhibit
properties of pay-for-luck: when other firms are expected to pay their managers for luck, paying
a manager for luck provides insurance against a compensation shortfall relative to executive peers
and reduces the required risk premium in compensation. These results are summarized below.
Proposition 2. Suppose that κ1 > 0, κ2 = 0, and hs 6= 1.
1) If hs < 1, then there exists only one equilibrium, in which γ = 0;
2) If hs > 1, then there exist two equilibria. In one equilibrium, γ = 0; in the other equilibrium,
2 in the pay-for-luck equilibrium, and it is greater
γ > 0. Shareholders’ payoff is increasing in σm
2 > 0.
than that in the no-pay-for-luck equilibrium as long as σm

Interestingly, pay-for-luck has an effort-inducing effect in equilibrium: When managerial effort
is necessary in implementing projects (i.e., κ1 > 0), a higher effort increases the exposure of
managerial pay to fluctuations in luck shocks. If other managers are paid for luck, higher effort
can help the manager catch up with his peers. Thus, managerial relative wealth concerns provide
additional incentives for the manager to exert effort in this case (Corollary 1). This mechanism
supports the existence of an equilibrium in which shareholders in all firms tie managerial pay to
luck.
Relative wealth concerns on the part of managers thus create a potential source of value for
shareholders by committing managers to exert effort. We find that the associated benefits of this
effort-inducing mechanism increase shareholder payoff in the pay-for-luck equilibrium beyond that
in the no-pay-for-luck equilibrium (part 2 of Proposition 2). There is actually also a simple argument
for this result: the shareholders can always set γi κ1 ā = hs M (i.e., exactly net out the manager’s
exposure to luck shocks) and use the same level of pay-for-performance (βi ) as in the no-pay-forluck equilibrium to induce desired effort. In so doing, shareholders can obtain a payoff identical to
that in the no-pay-for-luck equilibrium, which implies that shareholder payoff in the pay-for-luck
equilibrium is at least as good as that in the no-pay-for-luck equilibrium. This argument is based on
the assumption that the pay-for-luck equilibrium exists, and we provide the proof for the existence
in Appendix D.
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Up to this point, we have shown that relative wealth concerns on the part of managers may
enhance firms’ ability to discipline managers, generating the use of pay-for-luck that is valuemaximizing in a setting with moral hazard. Shareholders can actually benefit from managers’
desire to catch up with executive peers and can improve firm value through efficient contracting.
Since the effort-inducing effect of pay-for-luck is stronger when aggregate risk is more volatile, i.e.,
2 (by Lemma 1), greater benefits of managerial relative concerns accrue to shareholders
a higher σm

during periods of high market fluctuations.
Here, our model has two equilibria: if shareholders of a firm believe that some firms are paying
their managers for market movements, they have an incentive to pay for luck as well in order to help
their manager keep up with his peers; if a firm expects others not to pay for luck, the shareholders
do not find it worthwhile to tie managerial pay to market fluctuations. In equilibrium, these beliefs
are self-fulfilling. In Section 4, we show that a unique equilibrium containing pay-for-luck exists
when relative wealth concerns are global, in the sense that managers care about their relative
positions with respect to the entire economy. We also generalize the specification of relative wealth
concerns in a variety of ways in Appendix C and illustrate the robustness of our results. The results
in those generalized versions in Section 4 and Appendix C also demonstrate that a slight degree of
relative considerations can deliver pay-for-luck as an equilibrium compensation strategy.
When managerial effort does not affect the firm’s risk exposure (κ1 = 0), relative wealth concerns
do not render additional incentives for effort. Pay-for-luck by all firms cannot be supported as an
equilibrium in this case. In equilibrium no manager is paid for luck, as summarized below.
Proposition 3. If κ1 = 0 and hs 6= 1, there is only one equilibrium in which γ = 0.
When managerial relative concerns are confined within the community of executives, the bundle
of a manager’s choice of risk with his productive effort is crucial in generating the complementarity
in managers’ effort, which underpins the use of pay-for-luck in equilibrium. We show in Section 4
that when managerial relative concerns extend beyond an exclusive circle of managers, insurance
effect itself is sufficient to generate pay-for-luck. Therefore, a (unique) pay-for-luck equilibrium
exists when risk selection is completely independent of effort, that is, the case with κ1 = 0.
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3.2

Risk-taking

In the discussion thus far, we have fixed the target effort and shown that in the pay-for-luck
equilibrium, managerial relative wealth concerns provide additional incentives to exert effort. We
endogenize the optimal effort in this subsection, and find that the equilibrium effort is indeed higher
in the pay-for-luck equilibrium. As productive effort is instrumental in implementing investment
projects, firm risk in the pay-for-luck equilibrium also exceeds that in the no-pay-for-luck equilibrium (in which relative wealth concerns do not play a role). We summarize the results for the case
in which κ1 > 0 and κ2 = 0 as follows.
Proposition 4. Suppose that κ2 = 0 and hs > 1. The following holds in the pay-for-luck equilibrium:
2
1) Given other firms’ contracts, each firm has a unique target risk, which is increasing in σm

and is decreasing in ση2 .
2 > 0.
2) Firm risk is greater than that in the no-pay-for-luck equilibrium as long as σm

Taking other firms’ compensation as given, the greater the aggregate risk, the stronger the
incentivizing effects for effort. That is, in response to heightened market fluctuations, the manager
is more keen to keep up with peers’ contingent pay on luck shocks by also increasing his own
exposure to luck shocks through putting forth effort. As a result, both firm risk and equilibrium
effort increase with aggregate risk.
As in our no-pay-for-luck equilibrium, standard models argue that as market risk increases,
firms take less risk in order to shy away from increased fluctuations in the underlying state. The
corporate response to market risk is more nuanced when managers who care about their relative
compensation are paid for luck. Managers would then also have incentives to take more investment
projects when aggregate risk is pronounced in an effort to catch up with their peers upon lucky
market events. Our model thus presents a countervailing force to the impact of aggregate risk on
corporate risk-taking and managerial effort.
In a general-equilibrium setting of contracting, the additional effort incentives provided by
relative wealth concerns — managers want to catch up with their peers’ pay for luck by exerting
effort — increase the equilibrium effort and the level of risk tolerated in the pay-for-luck equilibrium.
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That is, relative wealth concerns on the part of managers render pay-for-luck efficient, which, in
turn, leads to an increased level of corporate risk-taking.

3.3

Excessive pay

We now turn to analyzing the level of managerial pay. We show that the greater managerial
concerns are about their pay level relative to their executive peers (hl ), the higher managerial pay
is in equilibrium: A small initial increase in compensation in one firm can lead to a magnified pay
raise across firms in equilibrium due to the compensation externality. Our model implies that the
considerably high level of managerial compensation may be attributed in part to managerial desires
to catch up with peers and their frequent social interactions within the executive circle.
Lemma 3. Given a target effort, the expected managerial pay in each firm in equilibrium is represented by
E[w] =

1
(risk premium + cost of effort + ū) ,
1 − hl

where ū is the certainty equivalent of the reservation utility.
As excessive risk-taking by financial institutions and overly generous executive pay are widely
regarded as key factors in the run-up to the 2007-09 crisis, there have been advocates of pay
reductions in the financial services industry. How would these reductions change the equilibrium
compensation in our model of relative wealth concerns? In the model, reductions of managerial
compensation in a subset of firms would have spillover effects on other firms’ pay. We interpret a
pay cut in some firms (indexed by j 6= i) as causing the outside option of the manager, indexed by
i, to drop, that is, a decrease in ūi . Suppose that some firms (indexed by j 6= i) impose a pay cut
that results in a reduction of ūi by an amount of δ. As the manager i cares about his pay relative
to peers, firm i can further reduce the expected pay of the manager i by hl δ without compromising
managerial effort. Given firm i’s move, other firms can also further reduce their managers’ pay by
hl (δ + hl δ), which leads to further reductions in compensation in firm i, and so on and so forth.
In equilibrium, the spillover effects caused by relative wealth concerns will eventually lead to a
δ
reduction of
in managerial pay in all firms in equilibrium.
(1 − hl )
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3.4

Correlated risk-taking

A limitation of the model considered so far is that it precludes managers from making a risk selection
that is independent of effort decisions. In this section, we consider a more general version of the
model that allows managers to choose effort and risk separately, specifically by letting managers
make an additional choice of risk above and beyond the risk-taking associated with effort. This
extension enables us to explicitly study the role of managerial relative considerations in a firm’s
choice regarding systemic risk-taking, which proved critical in the wake of the recent financial crisis
that highlighted corporate herding behavior, especially corporations’ collective exposure to real
estate bubbles, as a main source of systemic risk. The literature suggests that correlation of risk
across banks is a major prudential concern, as joint failures are socially costly (Acharya (2009);
Acharya et al. (2012)).
In particular, we modify the firm value to be

Vi = πai + κ1 ai (m̃ + ηi ) + θi m̃,

where θi is an additional choice of firm exposure to luck shocks — the manager can take on extra
risk above and beyond the risk-taking associated with effort choice. θi can take values in a closed
interval [θl , θh ] with θh > θl ≥ 0.
To examine the optimality of pay-for-luck, we allow the luck component of firm value to be filtered out. For illustration purposes, we assume κ2 = 0 without loss of generality. The compensation
contract of the manager at firm i then takes the following form:

wi = αi + βi [Vi − (κ1 ā + θ̄)m̃] + γi (κ1 ā + θ̄)m̃,
where ā denotes the average effort choice by all other managers, and θ̄ denotes the average risk
choice by all other managers. Note that for an individual firm, ā and θ̄ are taken as given and are
not affected by the individual manager whose contract is under consideration. As in the baseline
model, in equilibrium compensation contracts are identical across firms, that is, αi = α, βi = β, γi =
γ, ai = ā, θi = θ̄, ∀i ∈ [0, 1], because all firms and managers are identical.
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The certainty-equivalent expected utility of the manager in a firm is then expressed as
1
1
2
CEi = αi + βi πai − hl W − λ[(βi (κ1 (ai − ā) + θi − θ̄ + γi (κ1 ā + θ̄) − hs M )2 σm
+ βi2 κ21 a2i ση2 ] − a2i .
2
2
Recall that in equilibrium M = γi (κ1 ā + θ̄) holds. We can see that for sufficiently strong relative
wealth concerns (i.e., hs > 1), the manager will choose θ as large as possible given M , because
from the manager’s standpoint, a project of aggregate risk constitutes a source of insurance against
falling behind his executive peers. If γi = 0 (i.e., compensation packages do not pay for luck), it
βi π
can be verified that any value of θi , together with ai =
, can be an equilibrium. In
1 + λκ21 ση2 βi2
this case we assume that the manager will choose θi = θl .
We are primarily interested in how managers choose correlated risk and how the efficient contract
optimally adjusts. Formally, we state the following results:
Proposition 5. Suppose that hs > 1, κ1 > 0, κ2 = 0. There is an equilibrium that involves payfor-luck, i.e., γ > 0.
1) Managers in the pay-for-luck equilibrium optimally choose θ = θh .
2) Shareholders’ payoff is greater than that in the no-pay-for-luck equilibrium.
This proposition implies that when managers are concerned about their wealth relative to
executive peers, they are inclined to increase their aggregate risk exposure (θ) and take correlated
risks. In addition, an efficient contract that optimally adjusts for managerial relative concerns
would allow for increased systemic risk-taking. The rationale for pay-for-luck is the same as in
the baseline model: in expectation of pay-for-luck adopted by other firms, tying an individual
manager’s compensation to market movements insures the manager against fluctuations in relative
compensation. In addition, pay-for-luck incentivizes productive effort in equilibrium, as effort is
instrumental in selecting investment projects that help managers keep up with their peers whose pay
fluctuates with the market. Hence, the key implication that executives’ relative wealth concerns
lead to the use of pay-for-luck, which enhances shareholder payoff, is also present in this more
general version of the model.
More importantly, managerial relative considerations make the correlation of risks — such as
companies investing in real estate securities and banks lending to the same sector — more attractive.
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When managerial status concerns are strong, firms herd in their choice of assets and projects, which,
in turn, leads to greater systemic risk being built up in the system.

4

Relative concerns with respect to the economy

Our analysis thus far has been conducted under the assumption that managers are concerned about
their relative compensation in the community of corporate executives. The theoretical literature
has also focused on settings in which relative wealth concerns are global, in the sense that agents
care about their relative position with respect to the overall wealth in the economy. To capture
this broader notion of relative wealth concerns, in this section we modify w̃ to take the following
form:
w̃e = hl

Z

1

E[Vk ]dk + hs
0

Z

1
0

(Vk − E[Vk ])dk,

where Vk is the value of firm k in the economy. Thus, the first term represents the extent of
externality from the absolute wealth level in the overall economy, that is, managers’ concerns about
their relative position with respect to (the average wealth of) the economy across states. The
second term represents the extent of externality from the state-contingent realization of wealth
in the economy, that is, managers’ concerns about their relative position with respect to (the
average wealth of) the economy in each state. It can be shown that w̃e can be rewritten as w̃e =
hl We + hs Me m̃, where We = πā represents the unconditional average wealth in the economy, and
Me = κ1 ā + κ2 represents the average sensitivity of others’ wealth to the state of the economy (i.e.,
luck shocks, m̃). In this analysis, we again consider two cases: κ1 > 0, κ2 = 0 and κ1 = 0, κ2 > 0.
When relative concerns are global, the insurance provision of pay-for-luck makes it an equilibrium compensation strategy as long as the degree of managerial relative concerns (hs ) is not too
small. Pay-for-luck also incentivizes effort and improves shareholders payoff in equilibrium. We
summarize the results below.
Proposition 6. Suppose that κ1 > 0, κ2 = 0. Fixing the target effort a, there exists a threshold ĥ
such that
1) if hs < ĥ, there exists a unique equilibrium with γ = 0;
2) if hs > ĥ, there exists a unique equilibrium with γ > 0.
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Specifically, ĥ goes to 0 as κ1 approaches 0. As long as κ1 > 0, the shareholders’ payoff is
higher in the pay-for-luck equilibrium (when hs > ĥ) than in the no-pay-for-luck equilibrium (when
hs < ĥ).
Now we turn to examining the equilibrium risk-taking behavior. Similar to the baseline model,
in response to heightened market fluctuation, each manager is more keen to keep up with peers’
contingent pay on luck shocks by also increasing his own exposure to luck shocks through putting
forth effort. As a result, both firm risk and equilibrium effort increase with aggregate risk.
Proposition 7. Suppose that κ1 > 0 and hs > ĥ. The following holds in the pay-for-luck equilibrium:
2
1) Given other firms’ contracts, each firm has a unique target risk, which is increasing in σm

and decreasing in ση2 .
2) Firm risk is greater than that in the no-pay-for-luck equilibrium (when hs < ĥ).
As in Section 3.4, now we let managers make a risk choice independent of their effort, that is,
managers choose θ ∈ [θl , θh ], θh > θl ≥ 0, as the firm’s additional exposure to luck shocks, an extra
risk above and beyond that associated with effort. We show the robustness of model results to this
generalized specification of relative concerns below.
Proposition 8. Suppose that κ1 > 0 and hs > ĥ. There exists only one equilibrium with pay-forluck, i.e., γ > 0.
1) Managers in the equilibrium optimally choose θ = θh .
2) Shareholders’ payoff is greater than that in the no-pay-for-luck equilibrium (when hs < ĥ).
As in our baseline model, tying managerial pay to market movements provides insurance against
shortfalls in relative wealth and therefore remains an equilibrium strategy. Proposition 8 also
confirms the key trade-off illustrated in Section 4: Pay-for-luck as a value-enhancing compensation
arrangement from the shareholders’ perspective actually leads to excessive systemic risk built up
in the economy.
Proposition 9. Suppose that κ1 = 0, κ2 > 0. Fixing the target effort a, if hs > 0, then there exists
a unique equilibrium with γ > 0. Moreover, if the manager is allowed to make the additional risk
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choice θ, there exists an infinite number of equilibria with γ > 0, in which any value in [θl , θh ] can
be an equilibrium.
When relative concerns are global, the insurance provision of pay-for-luck always takes effect,
as the wealth in the economy is always positively correlated with the aggregate (luck) shock. As a
result, even if κ1 = 0 (i.e., the incentivizing mechanism goes away), the insurance mechanism itself
is sufficient to generate a pay-for-luck equilibrium, which is the unique equilibrium.
The purpose of this section is to demonstrate that if managerial relative considerations extend
beyond the community of corporate executives, the insurance provision of pay-for-luck can deliver
a unique equilibrium in which all firms tie their managers’ compensation to market movements, as
long as the degree of relative wealth concerns is not too small.

5

Empirical implications

5.1

Pay-for-luck: an efficient contracting view

Standard contracting models that optimally design incentive pay to maximize firm value imply
that shareholders will not reward executives for observable luck, that is, observable changes in
firm performance that are beyond the executives’ control. However, Bertrand and Mullainathan
(2001) find that executives at oil companies receive pay raises when their company performance
improves as a result of changes in global oil prices beyond their control. Similar pay-for-luck is
also observed at multinational businesses when currency exchange rates fluctuate. In response to
the empirical findings, which are inconsistent with a standard principal-agent model, managerial
power has been proposed as an alternative paradigm, most notably by Bertrand and Mullainathan
(2001) and Bebchuk and Fried (2004). Pay-for-luck has been widely interpreted as suggestive of
corporate governance failures.
Motivated by the empirical studies on executive peer effects,14 our model shows that when
managers are sensitive to the wealth of their peers, pay-for-luck can be consistent with optimal
contracting and need not reflect inefficiency. Tying managerial pay to observable industry events
provides managers with insurance against compensation shortfalls relative to their peers. In ad14

See Bouwman (2013), Shue (2013), Bereskin and Cicero (2013), and Ang, Nagel, and Yang (2013).
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dition, pay-for-luck can provide effort incentives in equilibrium and therefore raises shareholder
payoff. Should managers be rewarded for luck? Our answer is that the envious ones should.
Our model suggests that pay-for-luck can be especially value-enhancing in industries with strong
growth opportunities and in regions with a high concentration of growth firms, such as Silicon Valley,
home to various high-tech companies. Managerial effort in growth industries is more likely to be
associated with launching new products and undertaking investment opportunities (i.e., a larger
κ1 ). Recall that paying for luck motivates effort in equilibrium, because productive effort allows
executives to catch up with their peers by increasing firm exposure to market fluctuations. Thus,
when managers are concerned about executive peers who are in the same industry or geographically
close, pay-for-luck as part of equilibrium contracting would have a stronger effort-inducing effect
in industries and regions with growth companies.

5.2

Excessive risk-taking under pay-for-luck

Compensation practices that incentivize excessive risk-taking, especially of correlated risk, at financial institutions have often been mentioned as one key factor contributing to the recent financial
crisis.15 The financial crisis renewed interest in the potential for compensation to affect managerial risk-taking, though empirical evidence on the role of compensation in the crisis is mixed (e.g.,
Fahlenbrach and Stulz (2011); DeYoung, Peng and Yan (2013); Shue and Townsend (2013)). Extant
empirical studies on compensation and its implications for risk-taking, however, do not examine
pay-for-luck.
Our model uncovers a relation between pay-for-luck and risk-taking. In the presence of relative
wealth concerns, tying pay to luck may be an optimal way to efficiently incentivize managerial effort
and therefore emerge in compensation practices. In this case, exposing firm value to aggregate
fluctuations serves as a source of insurance against falling behind one’s executive peers. This
mechanism suggests an overlooked link between pay-for-luck and corporate risk-taking, especially
of systemic risk, in the cross section of firms.
Interestingly, our model also shows that managers have incentives to take risks more aggressively
in periods of heightened aggregate risk. Without relative wealth concerns, a standard model that
15

See, for example, Rajan (2005), Kashyap et al. (2008) and Clementi et al. (2009).
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separates the systematic component of firm performance would imply that managerial risk-taking
is unrelated to aggregate fluctuations, and, in a model in which the luck component is not separable
from the total firm performance, managers would take less risk when aggregate risk is pronounced
in order to shield themselves from intensified fluctuations. In contrast to these predictions from
existing models, however, managers with relative considerations tend to take more risk, especially
correlated risk, precisely when industry prospects are volatile, in an effort to avoid falling behind
their executive peers upon industry movements. Our model generates a clear implication for how
volatilities in industry fundamentals affect corporate risk-taking that highlights a contrast with
existing theories and warrants further empirical examination. More importantly, this mechanism,
built on managerial relative wealth concerns, exacerbates the build-up of systemic risk in bad times.

6

Conclusion

Economists have long believed that relative wealth concerns are important. Not only are relative
considerations prevalent in the population, but they are also likely to be prevalent among corporate
executives — those who care about relative wealth that determines social status are more likely to
pursue careers as managers. Indeed, empirical studies suggest that peers are a crucial determinant
of managerial pay. To date, the theoretical literature has primarily focused on the asset pricing
implications relative concerns have and ignored the possibility that such compensation externalities
affect corporate policies. That is, relative wealth concerns have been studied independently from
incentives.
In this paper, we study the interaction of managerial relative concerns and compensation in the
context of managerial effort and investment policy. We show that with managerial relative wealth
concerns, tying CEO pay to observable industry events can emerge as an equilibrium compensation
strategy and need not necessarily reflect contracting inefficiency. In expectation of pay-for-luck in
other firms, tying managerial pay to luck provides insurance to managers against compensation
shortfall relative to executive peers during market fluctuations. In addition, when all firms pay for
luck, managers may have additional incentives to exert effort in utilizing investment opportunities,
which helps them keep up with their peers during industry movements. Our model suggests that
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relative wealth concerns can create one potential source of firm value by committing managers to
exert effort, raising shareholder payoff in equilibrium.
It is important to interpret our results with caution. They should not be seen as advocating for
paying managers generously for luck. Rather, we argue that criticism of such practices should be
balanced by the insurance mechanism that takes effect when managers are concerned about their
wealth relative to others. We also show that managerial relative concerns generate incentives to
invest aggressively, especially in projects whose payoffs are correlated with peer firms’ performance.
From a social welfare perspective, the equilibrium compensation strategy that exhibits pay-for-luck
represents a trade-off between the build-up of systemic risk and the creation of productive effort.
Our study does not aim to find complete explanations for each of the compensation and risktaking phenomena considered. We paint the set of phenomena with an intentionally broad brush, as
our objective is to examine the contracting implications when managers are concerned about their
social standing within a closely interacting social circle. Given the mounting empirical evidence for
the importance of peer effects on compensation, our goal is to initiate a first attempt to theoretically
examine how managerial relative considerations influence compensation structure and risk-taking
in a general-equilibrium contracting framework. Certainly more work lies ahead to develop a richer
understanding of how managerial relative wealth concerns play a role in structuring executive pay.
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Appendix A. Derivation of w̃
R1
R1
R1
E[wk ]dk + hs 0 (wk − E[wk ])dk = hl 0 (α + βπak )dk + hs [ 0 (β(κ1 ak − κ1 ā) + γ(κ1 ā +
R1
κ2 ))m̃dk + 0 β(κ1 ak + κ2 )ηk dk]. Note that in equilibrium, ak = ā for all k ∈ [0, 1]. So w̃ =
R1
hl W +hs M m̃+hs β(κ1 ā+κ2 ) 0 ηk dk. Since (ηk )k∈[0,1] are identically distributed and independent of
R1
each other, by the law of large numbers, 0 ηk dk converges to 0 almost surely. So w̃ = hl W +hs M m̃.

w̃ = hl

R1
0

Appendix B. Allowing for negative γ
In the main paper, we restrict γ (loading on luck) to be bounded below by zero, due to empirical
relevance; empirical studies have documented compensation practice that pays managers for positive
changes in firm performance beyond managerial control, and we do not observe firms penalizing
managers for market upswings after all. For theoretical generality, in this section we allow for
negative γ, that is, a negative exposure to luck shocks, and re-derive our main results. When
managerial relative considerations are confined within the community of executives, we modify
Proposition 2 to Proposition 10, stated below, that incorporates a choice of negative γ.
Proposition 10. Suppose that managers are only concerned about their peer executives’ pay and
κ1 > 0, κ2 = 0, and hs 6= 1.
1) If hs < 1, then there exists two equilibria. In one equilibrium, γ = 0; in the other equilibrium,
γ < 0.
2) If hs > 1, then there exist two equilibria. In one equilibrium, γ = 0; in the other equilibrium,
2 in the pay-for-luck equilibrium, and it is greater
γ > 0. Shareholders’ payoff is increasing in σm
2 > 0.
than that in the no-pay-for-luck equilibrium as long as σm

As we have argued in the main text, when κ1 > 0, relative concerns incentivize the manager to
exert effort as long as his net exposure to the luck shock is negative. In the model where the manager
is only concerned about his peer executives’ pay, his net exposure is (1 − hs )γκ1 ā. Therefore, our
main result (an equilibrium with γ > 0 exists) stays unchanged, and the shareholders would set a
negative γ to generate the effort incentivizing mechanism in the case when hs < 1.
By the same token, when the manager is concerned about the entire economy, the shareholders
would set a negative γ to generate the effort-incentivizing mechanism when hs < ĥ. In all the other
cases, the results remain the same as in the main text. We summarize the results below.
Proposition 11. Suppose that κ1 > 0, κ2 = 0. Fixing the target effort a, there exists a threshold
ĥ such that
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1) if hs < ĥ, there exists a unique equilibrium with γ < 0;
2) if hs = ĥ, there exists a unique equilibrium with γ = 0;
3) if hs > ĥ, there exists a unique equilibrium with γ > 0.
Specifically, ĥ goes to 0 as κ1 approaches 0. As long as κ1 > 0, the shareholders’ payoff is
higher in the pay-for-luck equilibrium (when hs > ĥ) than in the no-pay-for-luck equilibrium (when
hs = ĥ).
When κ1 = 0, there is no effort-incentivizing mechanism, so all the results in this case are
unchanged. As can be seen in the main text, we are primarily interested in the cases when hs is
not too small. So our main results are not affected if γ is allowed to be negative.

Appendix C. Generalizing relative concerns with respect to peers
In the baseline model in Section 3, the relative wealth concerns consist of two components: the
average level of others’ wealth across states and the average level of all others’ wealth in each state.
In a closely interacting circle of executives, a manager with relative wealth concerns might care
about his wealth relative to not only an average level, but also each individual manager’s. The
wealth of each and every other manager in each state can be an essential element in managerial
relative concerns. To capture this additional component, we consider some generalized specifications
of relative wealth concerns in this section. We show that our results in the baseline model are robust
to generalizations of managerial relative concerns with respect to their peers.16

Each and every other manager
To capture managers’ concerns about each and every other individual manager, we generalize the
specification of relative wealth concerns using the following form:17
w̃ = hl

Z

0

1

E[wk ]dk + hs

Z

0

1

f (k)(wk − E[wk ])dk,

where f (k) ≥ 0 denotes the differential weighting an individual manager, indexed by i, attaches
to his peer indexed by k 6= i. That is, managers are concerned about each individual peer’s pay
and exhibit a varying degree of “envy” toward each and every other manager. The insurance
provision and effort-inducing effects of pay-for-luck are robust to this generalization of relative
16

Our results hold as long as the normality of w̃ is preserved, which is required for tractability.
R1
R1
R1
An alternative form, w̃ = hl 0 E[wk ]dk + hs 0 (wk − E[wk ])dk + hs 0 f (k)(wk − E[wk ])dk, whose first two
components coincide with w̃ in the baseline model, collapses to the current form.
17
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wealth concerns; therefore, shareholders across firms consequently find it optimal to pay managers
for luck, which raises shareholder value in equilibrium. We formalize this claim in Proposition 12.
Proposition 12. Suppose that κ1 > 0, κ2 = 0, f (k) is bounded for k ∈ [0, 1], and hs
holds.
1) If hs

R1
0

f (k)dk 6= 1

R1

0 f (k)dk < 1, there exists only one equilibrium, in which γ = 0;
R1
2) If hs 0 f (k)dk > 1, there exist two equilibria. In one equilibrium, γ = 0; in the other

equilibrium, γ > 0. Shareholders’ payoff in the pay-for-luck equilibrium is greater than that in the
no-pay-for-luck equilibrium.
Managers can weigh their peers using a variety of criteria, that is, f (k) can take various forms
depending on managerial preferences. To provide some economic interpretation of managerial
relative considerations, we discuss a few plausible forms of f (k) below.
Example 1: Proximity
It is natural to think that managers benchmark themselves more against their peers who are
geographically close or in similar industries than against those in distant locations and businesses.
Weighing executive peers based on proximity implies that the f (k) used by a manager is inversely
related to his distance from any other manager, denoted by d(i, k) for any k 6= i. This distance can
represent the extent of separation in the nature of industries, geographic locations, and network relations. For example, following Salop’s circular city (1979) model, we can assume that a continuum
of managers are uniformly distributed on a circle with a unit diameter. Then one possible form of
ψπ
f (k) would be f (k) = 1 − d(i, k), and d(i, k) =
denotes the arc length between the manager
360
under consideration, indexed by i, and any other manager, indexed by k 6= i, where ψ is the angle
in degrees.
Example 2: Similarity
Managers may have a stronger tendency to compare themselves with peers who have a similar
background in education, ethnicity, alumni association, age and tenure year, among others. Let
us use a vector X to denote the personal characteristics managers identify themselves by and use
to select their reference peers. The weighting function f (k) used by a manager, indexed by i, in
this case can be any monotonically decreasing function of a pairwise similarity score, proxied by
|Xk − Xi |, for any k 6= i.
Example 3: Quantiles
Managers may also care differently about their peers in varying quantiles of the pay distribution. For example, managers may be more concerned about the top percentile compared to the
bottom percentile and exhibit relatively stronger envy toward certain subgroups depending on the
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ranking in compensation. This suggests that the reference points in managerial relative wealth concerns include not only the average level of their peers’ pay, but also other distributional moments.
Specifically, we can write f (k) as a step function: f (k) = fk for the compensation of managers in
the kth percentile, ∀k ∈ {1, 2, · · ·, 100}.

Position oneself
In the previous subsection, we analyze the optimality of pay-for-luck when managers care about
each and every other manager in the executive circle. Psychology theory suggests that individuals
identify their relative income position and may only envy up.18 This tendency suggests that managers may exclusively exhibit relative considerations toward a selected subset of their peers — for
example, the better-paid peers. In this case, the weighting function f (k) used by a manager indexed
by i is represented by an indicator function I{wk >wi } that equals 1 if wk > wi and 0 otherwise.
Distinct from the specifications of f (k) in Section 6, which are deterministic functions, f (k) in this
case becomes a random variable that depends on realized pay. We show that w̃ can be simplified to
w̃ = hl W + h2s M m̃ + constant in this case. Because of the same mechanisms in the baseline model,
we obtain similar contracting results and formalize them below.
Proposition 13. Suppose that κ1 > 0, κ2 = 0, and hs 6= 2.
1) If hs < 2, then there exists only one equilibrium, in which γ = 0;
2) If hs > 2, then there exist two equilibria. In one equilibrium, γ = 0; in the other equilibrium,
γ > 0. Shareholders’ payoff in the pay-for-luck equilibrium is greater than that in the no-pay-for-luck
equilibrium.

Leading managers
So far in this section, we have studied various cases in which each individual firm and manager
are infinitely small such that each individual’s compensation contract does not affect other firms
and managers, as in the baseline model. In reality, there may be some leading managers, whose
compensation contracts can affect others. To capture this possibility, we adopt an alternative
specification of relative wealth concerns as in the following form:
w̃ = hl
18

Z

1

E[wk ]dk + hs
0

Z

1
0

(wk − E[wk ])dk +

X

j=i1 ,··· ,in

hj (wj − E[wj ]).

See, for example, Fiske, “Envy Up, Scorn Down: How Comparison Divides Us,” Am Psychol. 2010, 65(8).
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The first two components are identical to the specification of w̃ in the baseline model, and the third
component consists of the pay of some individual managers, called leading managers hereafter,
where hj represents a manager’s concern about his pay relative to leading managers indexed by j
for j ∈ {i1 , · · · , in }, ∀n.
Now leading managers’ compensation contracts would actually have an effect on other managers
in the executive circle. The leading firms take this into account when designing their compensation
contracts, which adds complications in deriving a closed-form solution. For tractability, we consider
the case with one leading manager, indexed by 0. This leading manager’s relative wealth concerns,
denoted by w̃0 , remain unchanged from those in the baseline model:
w̃0 = hl

Z

1

E[wk ]dk + hs
0

Z

0

1

(wk − E[wk ])dk.

For the rest of the managers, indexed by i ∈ (0, 1], their relative wealth concerns are expressed as
w̃ = hl

Z

1

E[wk ]dk + hs

0

Z

0

1

(wk − E[wk ])dk + h0 (w0 − E[w0 ]),

where h0 denotes other managers’ relative considerations toward the leading manager. Pay-for-luck
can remain part of equilibrium contracting and increase shareholder payoff in this case. We state
these results in Proposition 14 below.
Proposition 14. Suppose that κ1 > 0, κ2 = 0, hl is small, and hs h0 < 1.
1
1) If hs <
, then there exists only one equilibrium in which all managers are not paid for
1 + h0
luck.
1
2) If hs >
, then there exist two equilibria. In one equilibrium, γ = 0; in the other
1 + h0
equilibrium, γ > 0. Shareholders’ payoff in the pay-for-luck equilibrium is greater than that in the
no-pay-for-luck equilibrium.

Appendix D. Proofs
Proof of Proposition 1, Lemma 1, and Lemma 2:
The CEO’s compensation is wi = αi + βi [πai + (κ1 ai + κ2 )η] + [βi κ1 (ai − ā) + γi (κ1 ā + κ2 )]m̃.
So we can calculate that the certainty-equivalent of the expected utility is CE = αi + βi πai −

2 + β 2 (κ a + κ )2 σ 2 ] − 1 a2 . Taking the first-order
hl W − 21 λ[(βi κ1 (ai − ā) + γi (κ1 ā + κ2 ) − hs M )2 σm
1 i
2
η
i
2 i
2 + β 2 κ (κ a + κ )σ 2 ] − a = 0,
condition yields βi π − λ[βi κ1 (βi κ1 (ai − ā) + γi (κ1 ā + κ2 ) − hs M )σm
2 η
i
i 1 1 i
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which implies that
2 + β 2 κ κ σ2]
βi π − λ[βi κ1 (γi (κ1 ā + κ2 ) − hs M − βi κ1 ā)σm
i 1 2 η
.
ai =
2 + σ2 )
1 + λβi2 κ21 (σm
η

(5)

To minimize the cost of the contract, the base salary αi must be set such that the participation
constraint is binding. Thus, the shareholders’ objective is
1
2
min λ[(βi κ1 (ai − ā) + γi (κ1 ā + κ2 ) − hs M )2 σm
+ βi2 (κ1 ai + κ2 )2 ση2 ]
βi ,γi 2
subject to (5). Since ai = ā in equilibrium, the objective function can be simplified to
1
2
+ βi2 (κ1 ai + κ2 )2 ση2 ]
min λ[(γi (κ1 ā + κ2 ) − hs M )2 σm
βi ,γi 2
subject to (5).
When hs M = 0, increasing γi from zero to positive will always increase the risk premium and
thus increase the cost of the contract. From (5), we can see that increasing γi also has a negative
effect on the manager’s effort. So βi has to rise to induce the target effort as γi increases, which
further boosts the cost of the contract. Therefore, when hs M = 0, the optimal γi equals zero, i.e.,
no pay-for-luck.
When hs M > 0, plugging ai = ā into (5), we can obtain that
2
]βi + ai = 0.
λκ1 (κ1 ai + κ2 )ση2 βi2 − [π − λκ1 (γi (κ1 ā + κ2 ) − hs M )σm

Thus, we can solve that the optimal βi is
βi =

2ai
2 ]+
[π − λκ1 (γi (κ1 ā + κ2 ) − hs M )σm

We can calculate that

2 ]2 − 4λκ a (κ a + κ )σ 2
[π − λκ1 (γi (κ1 ā + κ2 ) − hs M )σm
1 i 1 i
2 η

2 β
λκ1 (κ1 ā+κ2 )σm
i
>
2 ]2 −4λκ a (κ a +κ )σ 2
[π−λκ1 (γi (κ1 ā+κ2 )−hs M )σm
1 i 1 i
2 η
1
2
2
2
function 2 λ[(γi (κ1 ā + κ2 ) − hs M ) σm + βi (γi ) (κ1 ai

∂βi
∂γi

check that the objective

q

= √

0. Then it is easy to
+ κ2 )2 ση2 ] is a convex

function in γi . Hence, the optimal γi is positive if and only if the derivative of the objective function
w.r.t. γi is negative at γi = 0, which is equivalent to

−(κ1 ā + κ2 )hs M + q

λκ1 (κ1 ā + κ2 )(κ1 ai + κ2 )2 ση2 (βi |γi =0 )2
2 )2 − 4λκ a (κ a + κ )σ 2
(π + λκ1 hs M σm
1 i 1 i
2 η
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< 0.

.

Note that the left-hand side in the above inequality is decreasing in hs M and nonnegative at
hs M = 0. Thus, there must exist a cut-off K ≥ 0 such that the left-hand side in the above
inequality is less than zero if and only if hs M > K. Moreover, since the left-hand side in the above
inequality is positive at hs M = 0 unless κ1 = 0, the cut-off K equals to zero if and only if κ1 = 0.
Proof of Proposition 2: When κ2 = 0, the shareholders’ objective is
1
2
min λ[(βi κ1 (ai − ā) + γi κ1 ā − hs M )2 σm
+ βi2 κ21 a2i ση2 ]
βi ,γi 2
subject to ai =

2
βi π−λβi κ1 (γi κ1 ā−hs M −βi κ1 ā)σm
,
2 +σ 2 )
1+λβi2 κ21 (σm
η

which can be rewritten as

2
2
λκ21 [(ai − ā)σm
+ ai ση2 ]βi2 − [π − λκ1 (γi κ1 ā − hs M )σm
]βi + ai = 0.

Similarly, we can calculate that βi =
and

2ai
,
2 ]2 −4λκ2 a [(a −ā)σ 2 +a σ 2 ]
[π−λκ1 (γi κ1 ā−hs M )σm
i
i η
m
1 i

√

2 β
λκ21 āσm
i
> 0. Thus, it is easy to check that
2
2
2 +a σ 2 ]
[π−λκ1 (γi κ1 ā−hs M )σm ] −4λκ21 ai [(ai −ā)σm
i η
2 + β (γ )2 κ2 a2 σ 2 ] is convex in γ . So
function 21 λ[(βi (γi )κ1 (ai − ā) + γi κ1 ā − hs M )2 σm
i
i i
1 i η

∂βi
∂γi

jective

2 ]+
[π−λκ1 (γi κ1 ā−hs M )σm

= √

the obif there

exists an optimal solution with γi > 0, we must have that at the optimal γi ,



∂βi
∂βi
2
κ1 (ai − ā) + κ1 ā (βi (γi )κ1 (ai − ā) + γi κ1 ā − hs M )σm
+
βi κ21 a2i ση2 = 0.
∂γi
∂γi

Since in equilibrium, ai = ā, γi = γ, and M = γκ1 ā, the left-hand side simplifies to κ21 ā2 γ(1 − hs ) +
∂βi
2 2 2
∂γi βi κ1 ai ση ,

which is positive if hs < 1. So when hs < 1, there is only one equilibrium, in which

γi = 0.
When hs > 1, there could be two equilibria. In one equilibrium, we still have γi = 0 for each
firm. In the other equilibrium, γi > 0. The Lagrangian function (with the Lagrangian multiplier
ρ) is
1
2
λ[(βi κ1 (ai − ā) + γi κ1 ā − hs M )2 σm
+ βi2 κ21 a2i ση2 ]
2
2
2
− ρ[βi π − λβi κ1 (γi κ1 ā − hs M − βi κ1 ā)σm
− (1 + λβi2 κ21 (σm
+ ση2 ))ai ].

L =
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Taking the FOC w.r.t. βi and γi yields that
2
λ[κ1 (ai − ā)(βi κ1 (ai − ā) + γi κ1 ā − hs M )σm
+ βi κ21 a2i ση2 ]
2
2
= ρ[π − λκ1 (−2κ1 āβi + γi κ1 ā − hs M )σm
− 2λβi κ21 (σm
+ ση2 )ai ],
2
2
λκ1 ā(βi κ1 (ai − ā) + γi κ1 ā − hs M )σm
= −ρλβi κ21 āσm
.

Taking the ratio of the two equalities can simplify to
2
(βi κ1 (ai − ā) + γi κ1 ā − hs M )[π − λκ1 σm
(βi κ1 (ai − ā) + γi κ1 ā − hs M ) − 2λβi κ21 ση2 ai ] = −λκ31 βi2 ση2 a2i .
2
βi π−λβi κ1 (γi κ1 ā−hs M −βi κ1 ā)σm
2 +σ 2 )
1+λβi2 κ21 (σm
η

2 (β κ (a − ā) + γ κ ā − h M ) =
implies that π − λκ1 σm
i 1 i
i 1
s


a
ai
3 2 2 2
2 2
2 2
i
βi + λβi κ1 ση ai . So (βi κ1 (ai − ā) + γi κ1 ā − hs M ) βi − λβi κ1 ση ai = −λκ1 βi ση ai . Thus, βi κ1 (ai −

Note that ai =

λκ3 β 3 σ2 a

1 i η i
ā) + γi κ1 ā − hs M = − 1−λβ
2 κ2 σ 2 . Plugging it into ai =
i

1 η

λκ21 ση2 ai βi2 − πβi + ai −

2
βi π−λβi κ1 (γi κ1 ā−hs M −βi κ1 ā)σm
2 +σ 2 )
1+λβi2 κ21 (σm
η

yields that

2 σ2 a β 4
λ2 κ41 σm
η i i
= 0.
2
1 − λκ1 ση2 βi2

(6)

Since the risk premium in this case is
"
#
2 σ2 β 4
λ2 κ41 σm
1 2 2 2 2
1
η i
2 2
2 2 2 2
λ[(βi κ1 (ai − ā) + γi κ1 ā − hs M ) σm + βi κ1 ai ση ] = λκ1 ai ση βi
+1 ,
2
2
(1 − λβi2 κ21 ση2 )2
which is increasing in βi . The optimal βi must be the minimum
solution to (6). Let
q (positive)

q
1
1
. In
F (βi ) denote the left-hand side of (6). Since F (0) > 0 and F
<
0,
0
<
β
<
i
2
2
λκ σ
λκ2 σ2
1 η

1 η

equilibrium, ai = ā and M = γi κ1 ā, so we can confirm that in this second equilibrium,
γi =

λκ21 βi3 ση2
> 0.
(hs − 1)(1 − λβi2 κ21 ση2 )

(7)

We use βi0 and βiγ to denote the optimal pay-performance sensitivity in the no-pay-for-luck equilibrium and pay-for-luck equilibrium, respectively. Then
βi0 is the minimum (positive) solution to
r
the equation λκ21 ση2 ai βi2 − πβi + ai = 0,19 which is

π
−
ai



π
ai

2

−4λκ21 ση2

2λκ21 ση2

. βiγ is the minimum (positive)

solution to (6). Note that F (0) > 0 (F (βi ) is the left-hand side of (6)), so

∂F
∂βi |βi =βiγ

< 0. Since

19
2
More rigorously, βi0 should be the minimum (positive) solution to the equation λκ21 [(σm
(ai − ā) + ση2 ai ]βi2 −
πβi + ai = 0. But since at the first stage the target effort ai is fixed and equals ā in equilibrium, the equation can be
simplified to λκ21 ση2 ai βi2 − πβi + ai = 0.
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∂F
2
∂σm

< 0, by the Implicit Function Theorem,

2 = 0.
only when σm

∂βi
2 |βi =βiγ
∂σm

< 0. Thus, βiγ ≤ βi0 with equality holds

Recall that the risk premium in the pay-for-luck equilibrium is 21 λκ21 a2i ση2 βi2
2−

πβi

h

2 σ2 β 4
λ2 κ41 σm
η i
2
(1−λβi κ21 ση2 )2

(with βi = βiγ ), by (6), it can be simplified to 12 λκ21 a2i ση2 βi2 1−λκ2aσi2 β 2 . We can calculate that

i
+1

1 η i




βi2 2 −

πβi
ai



∂ 
=
∂βi 1 − λκ21 ση2 βi2

q
∂
Since βiγ < λκ12 σ2 , ∂β
4−
i
1 η
q
and λκ12 σ2 . Note that βi0 =
1 η

3π
ai βi
π
+
ai

+

r


βi 4 −

π
2 2 3
ai λκ1 ση βi

π
ai

2
2

−4λκ2 ση2

3π
ai βi

(1 −

π
2 2 3
ai λκ1 ση βi
λκ21 ση2 βi2 )2

+



.

(8)



2 2 2
= − 3π
ai (1 − λκ1 ση βi ) < 0 for any βi between βiγ
q
implies that aπi ≥ 2 λκ21 ση2 , and thus, βi0 ≤ 2aπ i ≤

1


q
π
3π
1
1
2σ2 β 3 |
β
+
λκ
>
0,
and
β
<
β
≤
.
It
is
easy
to
check
that
4
−
, so
i
iγ
i0
βi =βi0
1 η i
ai
ai
λκ21 ση2
λκ21 ση2
πβ


2− a i
1
π
2 σ2 β 3 |
2 a2 σ 2 β 2
i
>
0.
Since
the
risk
premium
β
+
λκ
λκ
4 − 3π
is affected by
i
β
=β
η
η
1
1
i
i
iγ
i
i
ai
ai
2
1−λκ2 σ2 β 2

q

1 η i

2
σm

only through its effect on βi , we have
∂
2
∂σm

"

πβi
1 2 2 2 2 2 − ai
λκ a σ β
2 1 i η i 1 − λκ21 ση2 βi2

#

∂
=
∂βi

"

πβi
1 2 2 2 2 2 − ai
λκ a σ β
2 1 i η i 1 − λκ21 ση2 βi2

#

∂βi
< 0 at βi = βiγ .
2
∂σm

2 . Note that when σ 2 = 0, we will have the same risk
So the risk premium is decreasing in σm
m

premium in both the no-pay-for-luck equilibrium and the pay-for-luck equilibrium. Therefore,
the shareholders’ payoff is better in the pay-for-luck equilibrium than that in the no-pay-for-luck
2 > 0.
equilibrium as long as σm

Proof of Proposition 3: When κ1 = 0, the shareholders’ objective is
1
2
min λi [(γi κ2 − hs M )2 σm
+ βi2 κ22 ση2 ]
βi ,γi 2
subject to ai = βi π. Obviously, γi must be set such that γi κ2 − hs M = 0. But since in equilibrium,
γi = γ and M = γκ2 , this is impossible to get γi κ2 = hs M when hs 6= 1.
Proof of Proposition 4: We have shown that if hs > 1, there are two equilibria. In one
equilibrium, γi = 0. In this case, ai =
simplified to ai =

πβi
,
1+λκ21 ση2 βi2

2
βi π+λβi2 κ21 āσm
2 +σ 2 )
1+λβi2 κ21 (σm
η

with ā = ai . Thus, the problem can be

and the shareholders’ objective is to maximize
1
1
πai − λκ21 a2i ση2 βi2 − a2i .
2
2
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Plugging βi =

π
−
ai

r

π
ai

2

−4λκ21 ση2

2λκ21 ση2

optimal target effort is a∗ = √

into the above objective function, it is easy to derive that the

π
.
1+4λκ21 ση2

In the other equilibrium, γi > 0. Recall that the risk premium in this case is

1
2 2 2 2
2 λκ1 ai ση βiγ



2 σ2 β 4
λ2 κ41 σm
η iγ
2 κ2 σ 2 )2
(1−λβiγ
1 η

where βiγ is the minimum (positive) solution to (6). We use RP (ai , βiγ (ai )) to denote this risk
premium. Then the optimal target effort is to maximize πai − RP (ai , βiγ (ai )) − 21 a2i . Taking the
FOC w.r.t. ai yields that
2
π − λκ21 ai ση2 βiγ

By (6),

2 σ2 β 4
λ2 κ41 σm
η iγ
2
(1−λβiγ κ21 ση2 )2

π−

+1=

2
λκ21 ai ση2 βiγ

"

2 σ2β 4
λ2 κ41 σm
η iγ

(1 −

∂RP ∂βiγ
− ai = 0.
∂βiγ ∂ai

+1 −

πβiγ
ai
2
1−λκ21 ση2 βiγ

. Together with (8), we can rewrite (9) as

πβiγ
ai
2
λκ21 ση2 βiγ

∂
−
∂βiγ

2−

2−

1−

2 κ2 σ 2 )2
λβiγ
1 η

#

πβ

iγ
1 2 2 2 2 2 − ai
λκ1 ai ση βiγ
2
2
1 − λκ21 ση2 βiγ

!

(9)

∂βiγ
− ai = 0.
∂ai

Let G(ai , βiγ ) denote the left-hand side of the above equation. We first rewrite (6) as follows:
λκ21 ση2 βi2 −

2 σ2 β 4
λ2 κ41 σm
π
η i
βi + 1 −
= 0.
ai
1 − λκ21 ση2 βi2

(10)

2 ) denote the left-hand side of (10).
βiγ is the minimum (positive) solution to (10). Let J(βi , ai , σm
∂βiγ
∂ai

By the Implicit Function Theorem,
∂J
∂βi

−

= 2λκ21 ση2 βi −

4− 3π
β + π λκ21 ση2 βi3
ai i ai
βi (1−λκ21 ση2 βi2 )

π
ai

−

πβi
∂J
∂a = a2i , and
 i

2 λκ21 ση2 βi2 − aπ βi +1 (2−λκ21 ση2 βi2 )

∂J ∂J
= − ∂a
/ |βi =βiγ . We can calculate that
i ∂βi

2 σ 2 β 3 (2−λκ2 σ 2 β 2 )
2λ2 κ41 σm
η i
1 η i
(1−λκ21 ση2 βi2 )2

= 2λκ21 ση2 βi −

π
ai

−

i

βi (1−λκ21 ση2 βi2 )

=

. Together with (8), we can obtain that

∂
∂βiγ

πβ

iγ
1 2 2 2 2 2 − ai
λκ1 ai ση βiγ
2
2
1 − λκ21 ση2 βiγ

!

3
λκ21 πση2 βiγ
∂βiγ
=
2 ).
∂ai
2(1 − λκ21 ση2 βiγ

Thus,
2
G(ai , βiγ ) = π − λκ21 ai ση2 βiγ

Note that

∂G
∂ai

< 0,

∂G
∂βiγ

< 0, and

∂βiγ
∂ai

πβiγ
ai
2
λκ21 ση2 βiγ

2−

1−

> 0, so

dG
dai

=

−

∂G
∂ai

3
λκ21 πση2 βiγ
2 )
2(1 − λκ21 ση2 βiγ

+

∂G ∂βiγ
∂βiγ ∂ai

− ai .

< 0. Therefore, there is a

unique solution to (9), i.e., the optimal target effort is unique. Moreover, by the Implicit Function
Theorem,

∂ai
2
∂σm

has the same sign as

∂G
2 ,
∂σm

which equals
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∂G ∂βiγ
2
∂βiγ ∂σm

> 0. So the optimal target effort


+1 ,

2 . It is easy to check that when σ 2 = 0, the two equilibria have the same optimal
increases in σm
m

target effort. So the optimal target effort in the pay-for-luck equilibrium is higher than that in the
2 > 0.
no-pay-for-luck equilibrium as long as σm

To derive the negative relation between the optimal ai and ση , we need to show that, fixing ai ,
G is decreasing in ση . First, we define y = ση βiγ . By (10), y is the minimum (positive) solution to
λ2 κ4 σ2 y 4

1 m
λκ21 y 2 − aiπση y + 1 − σ2 (1−λκ
2 σ 2 β 2 ) = 0. Then by the Implicit Function Theorem, it is easy to derive
η

1 η i

3
ση2 βiγ
2
2 is increasing in ση . The proof is as follows:
1−λκ1 ση2 βiγ
∂X
dX
∂X
if βiγ increases in ση , then note that ∂β
are both positive, so dσ
> 0. If βiγ decreases
and ∂σ
η
η
iγ
i
h
q
1
π
1
1
in ση , then by (10), X = λ2 κ4 σ2 λκ21 ση2 βiγ − ai + βiγ . Since βiγ < λκ2 σ2 , λκ21 ση2 βiγ − aπi + β1iγ
1 m
1 η
3
ση2 βiγ
increases in ση if βiγ decreases in ση . Thus, we prove that X = 1−λκ2 σ2 β 2 is increasing in ση . The
1 η iγ
 λκ2 πX
 3 6 2
2
left-hand side of (9) (i.e., G) can be rewritten as π − λ κ1 σm ai X + λκ21 ay 2 − 12 − ai , which

that

∂y
∂ση

> 0. Second, we show that X =

is obviously decreasing in ση for fixing ai . Thus, by the Implicit Function Theorem, the optimal ai

decreases in ση2 .
Proof of Lemma 3: The CEO pay must be binding in the participation constraint, so we
have
1
1
2
+ βi2 (κ1 ai + κ2 )2 ση2 ] − a2i = ū,
αi + βi πai − hl W − λ[(βi κ1 (ai − ā) + γi (κ1 ā + κ2 ) − hs M )2 σm
2
2
where ū is the certainty-equivalent of the reservation utility. Note that W = αi + βi πā and ai = ā
in equilibrium; thus,
E[w] = αi + βi πā =

1
(risk premium + cost of effort + ū) .
1 − hl

Proof of Proposition 5: As in the baseline model, we can calculate that the certaintyequivalent of the expected utility is
1
1
2
αi + βi πai − hl W − λ[(βi (κ1 (ai − ā) + θi − θ̄) + γi (κ1 ā + θ̄) − hs M )2 σm
+ βi2 κ21 a2i ση2 ] − a2i .
2
2
Since in equilibrium γi = γ, θi = θ̄, M = γ(κ1 ā + θ̄), ai = ā, and hs > 1, βi (κ1 (ai − ā) + θi − θ̄) +
γi (κ1 ā + θ̄) − hs M < 0. Therefore, given M , the manager will choose θi as large as possible to catch
up with his peers’ exposure to the aggregate shock. So the manager will choose θi = θh optimally.
Following the similar procedure as in the baseline model, we can show that κ1 (ai − ā) + θi −
λκ3 β 3 σ2 a

1 i η i
θ̄ + γi (κ1 ā + θ̄) − hs M = − 1−λβ
2 κ2 σ 2 . Then it is easy to check that βi is the minimum (positive)
i

1 η
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solution to (6), and the optimal target effort is the solution to (9). Then using the same procedure
2 > 0, the shareholders’ payoff is better in
as in the baseline model, we can show that as long as σm

the pay-for-luck equilibrium than in the no-pay-for-luck equilibrium, and the optimal target effort
in the pay-for-luck equilibrium is higher than that in the no-pay-for-luck equilibrium.
Proof of Proposition 6, 7, and 8: Given that the relative concerns with respect to the
economy can take the form: w̃e = hl We + hs Me m̃, the proofs of these three propositions are just
similar to the proofs of Proposition 2, 4, and 5. Moreover, similar to the proof of Proposition 1,
the threshold ĥ goes to 0 as κ1 approaches 0.
Proof of Proposition 9: Since when the relative concerns are global, hs Me = hs κ2 , the
shareholders will set γ = hs to avoid paying the risk premium associated with luck shocks. Thus,
γ > 0 as long as hs > 0. When the manager is allowed to make the additional risk choice θ, the
manager’s net exposure to the luck shocks is βi (θi − θ̄) + γi (κ2 + θ̄) − hs (κ2 + θ̄), which always
equals to zero in equilibrium. Thus, it is easy to verify that any value in [θl , θh ] for θ can be an
equilibrium.

Proofs for Appendix C
Proof of Proposition 12: It is easy to show that w̃ can be simplified to w̃ = hl W +hs
Thus, the rest of the proof is similar to the proof of the baseline model.

R1
0

f (k)dkM m̃.

Proof of Proposition 13: I{wk >w} = I{ηk >η} is a random variable that equals 1 or 0 with
equal probability, and I{wk >w} , k ∈ [0, 1] are independent of each other. Then w̃ = hl W +
R1
R1
R1
hs M m̃ 0 I{ηk >η} dk + hs βi κ1 ā 0 I{ηk >η} ηk dk. By the law of large numbers, 0 I{ηk >η} dk converges
R1
to E[I{ηk >η} ] = 12 , and 0 I{ηk >η} ηk dk converges to E[I{ηk >η} ηk ], which is a constant. Therefore,

w̃ can be rewritten as w̃ = hl W + 12 hs M m̃ + constant. Then the rest of the proof is similar to the
proof of the baseline model.
Proof of Proposition 14: We use αi , βi , γi , ai to denote the compensation and effort choices
for the firms and managers indexed by i ∈ (0, 1]. For the leading manager, we use α0 , β0 , γ0 , a0
to denote the corresponding compensation and effort choices. Similar to the specification in the
baseline model, let ā be the average effort choice that equals ai in equilibrium, and let ā0 be
a weighted-average effort choice that equals a0 in equilibrium. Then the compensation for the
managers indexed by i ∈ (0, 1] has the form: wi = αi + βi (πai + κ1 ai η) + [βi κ1 (ai − ā) + γi κ1 ā]m̃.
The compensation for the leading manager is w0 = α0 +β0 (πa0 +κ1 a0 η0 )+[β0 κ1 (a0 −ā0 )+γ0 κ1 ā0 ]m̃.
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The certainty-equivalent utility for the managers indexed by i ∈ (0, 1] is
1
CEi = αi + βi πai − hl W − λ(h0 β0 κ1 a0 )2 ση2
2
1
1
2
λ[(βi κ1 (ai − ā) + γi κ1 ā − hs M − h0 (β0 κ1 (a0 − ā0 ) + γ0 κ1 ā0 ))2 σm
+ (βi κ1 ai )2 ση2 ] − a2i .
−
2
2
Taking the first-order condition w.r.t ai yields that
ai =

2 [−β κ ā + γ κ ā − h M − h (β κ (a − ā ) + γ κ ā )]
βi π − λβi κ1 σm
i 1
i 1
s
0 0 1 0
0
0 1 0
.
2 + σ2 )
1 + λβi2 κ21 (σm
η

Note that the managers’ effort is affected by the leading manager’s compensation contract. In
particular,

∂ai
∂β0

= h0 κ1 (a0 − ā0 )X,

∂ai
∂γ0

= h0 κ1 ā0 X, where X =

2
λβi κ1 σm
2 +σ 2 ) .
1+λβi2 κ21 (σm
η

Then following the same procedure as in the proof of the baseline model, we can show that
λκ3 β 3 σ2 a

1 i η i
βi κ1 (ai − ā) + γi κ1 ā − hs M − h0 (β0 κ1 (a0 − ā0 ) + γ0 κ1 ā0 ) = − 1−λβ
2 κ2 σ 2 , and βi is the minimum
i

1 η

positive solution to (6).
The solution for the leading manager is complicated because his compensation contract will
affect other managers’ effort choices. The certainty-equivalent utility for the leading manager is
CE0 = α0 + β0 πa0 − hl (αi + βi κ1 ai )
1
1
2
−
λ[(β0 κ1 (a0 − ā0 ) + γ0 κ1 ā0 − hs (βi κ1 (ai − ā) + γi κ1 ā))2 σm
+ β02 κ21 a20 ση2 ] − a20 .
2
2
Taking first-order condition w.r.t a0 yields that
a0 =

2 β κ (−β κ ā + γ κ ā − h (β κ (a − ā) + γ κ ā))
β0 π − λσm
0 1
0 1 0
0 1 0
s i 1
i 1
.
2 + σ2)
1 + λβ02 κ21 (σm
η

Following the same procedure as in the proof of the baseline model, we can show that

γ0 κ1 ā0 − hs γi κ1 ā = −

λκ31 β03 ση2 a0
hl βi κ1 h0 X
.
−
2
2
2
2
λσm (1 − hs βi κ1 h0 X)
1 − λβ0 κ1 ση

2 β
β0 is a solution to λκ21 ση2 a0 β02 − πβ0 + a0 − λκ1 σm
0



λκ31 ση2 a0 β03
1−λβ02 κ21 ση2

+

that for other managers, we have that γi κ1 ā − hs γi κ1 ā − h0 γ0 κ1 ā0 = −
If hs h0 < 1, it is easy to check that 1−hs βi κ1 h0 X > 0. Denote U =
0, and V =

λκ31 βi3 ση2 ai
1−λβi2 κ21 ση2



hl βi κ1 h0 X
2 (1−h β κ h X)
λσm
s i 1 0
λκ31 βi3 ση2 ai
1−λβi2 κ21 ση2
λκ31 β03 ση2 a0
hl βi κ1 h0 X
2 (1−h β κ h X)
1−λβ02 κ21 ση2 λσm
s i 1 0

.

= 0. Recall

+

> 0. If hl = 0, then following the same procedure as in the proof of the

baseline model, we can check that the optimal a0 and β0 equal the optimal a and βi , respectively.
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>

Thus, U = V when hl = 0. Moreover, we can also show that if hs <
rium with no pay-for-luck; if hs >

1
1+h0 ,

1
1+h0 ,

there is only one equilib-

there exist two equilibria. In one equilibrium, γ0 = γi = 0;

in the other equilibrium, γ0 , γi > 0. The shareholders’ payoff in the pay-for-luck equilibrium is
greater than that in the no-pay-for-luck equilibrium. By the continuity, when hl is small enough,
the results still hold.
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